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• Physics opportunities at the beginning
• Machine start-up scenario
• Which detectors, triggers and performance at the beginning ?
• Construction → test beam → cosmics → first collisions
goals and potential with the first 0.1-1 - 10 fb (a few examples
• Physics
…)
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• Conclusions

What can we expect at the beginning?
Some history:

• Fall 1982: first physics run for UA1 and UA2 at the SppbarS
• Lmax = 5x1028cm-2s-1 ≈ 1% asymptotic L
• Lint = 20nb-1 in 30 days
outcome: W/Z discovery, as expected
ingredients: plenty of kinematical phase-space (ISR was sub-threhsold!),

clear signature, and good hands-on control of backgrounds

• Summer 1987: first physics run for CDF at the Tevatron
• Lmax = 5x1028cm-2s-1 ≈ 1% nominal L
• Lint = 20nb-1 in 30 days

outcome: nothing exciting, as expected
why: not enough phase-space, given the strong constraints on new physics
already set by UA1/UA2!
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In the region of the UA1 limit the production cross-section at the
Tevatron was only a factor of 10-20 larger

By the time of CDF startup, the SppS
had already logged enough luminosity to
rule out a possible observation at the
Tevatron within the first 100nb-1

It took 2 more years (and 4pb-1) for CDF to improve (mtop>77 GeV) the UA1
limits (in spite of the fact that by ‘89, and with 5pb-1, it had only improved to 60
GeV - UA2 eventually went up to 69 GeV). This is the consequence of much
higher bg’s at the Tevatron, and of the steep learning curve for such a complex
analysis
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At the start of LHC, the situation will resemble much more that at the beginning of UA1/
UA2:
The phase-space for the Tevatron will have totally saturated the search
boundary for most phenomena, at a level well below the LHC initial reach:
seen from the LHC, the Tevatron will look like the ISR as seen from the SppS!
Rates 103 times larger in the region of asymptotic Tevatron reach
1% of Lmax for the LHC, (as in
SppS and Tevatron early runs),
close to Lmax for Tevatron
(assume a 1% signal
efficiency)
N.B.: rates for gluino
production are roughly a
factor of 10 larger than
for HQs
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Similar considerations hold for jets, where few days of data will probe
quarks at scales beyond the overall Tevatron CM energy!
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LHC,
machine status
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SC cable

SC dipoles,
construction

Field integral
SC dipoles,
installation

Installation complete by March 07
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R. Bailey
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1month ~ 106s
@ 1032 =>
~100 pb-1

R. Bailey
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Which detector performance at day one ?

A few examples and educated guesses
based on test-beam results and simulation studies

MB
blue : few hours
of minimum bias

CMS ECAL

Expected performance day 1
ECAL
e/γ

uniformity
scale

HCAL uniformity
Jet scale
Tracking alignment

~ 1% (ATLAS), 4% (CMS)
1-2 % ?
2-3 %
< 10%
20-500 µm in Rφ ?

Physics samples to improve (examples)
Minimum-bias, Z→ ee
Z → ee
Single pions, QCD jets
Z (→ ll) +1j, W → jj in tt events
Generic tracks, isolated µ , Z → µµ

Ultimate statistical precision achievable after few days of operation. Then face systematics ….
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E.g. : tracker alignment : 100 µm (1 month) → 20µm (4 months) → 5 µm (1 year) ?

Steps to achieve the detector goal performance
• Stringent construction requirements and quality controls (piece by piece …)
• Equipped with redundant calibration/alignment hardware systems
• Prototypes and part of final modules extensively tested with test beams
(allows also validation of Geant4 simulation)
• In situ calibration at the collider (accounts for material, global detector,
B-field, long-range mis-calibrations and mis-alignments) includes :
-- cosmic runs : end 2006-mid 2007 during machine cool-down
Test-beam π E- resolution
-- beam-gas events, beam-halo muons during single-beam period
ATLAS HAD end-cap calo
-- calibration with physics samples (e.g. Z→ ll, tt, etc.)

Geant4

Longitudinal profile
of 100 GeV test-beam
pions in CMS HCAL

G4 G3

data

~ 70% /√E
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Example of this procedure : ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter
Pb-liquid argon sampling calorimeter
with Accordion shape, covering |η| < 2.5

100 fb-1

H → γγ : to observe signal peak on top of huge

γγ background need
mass resolution of ~ 1% → response uniformity (i.e. total constant
term of energy resolution) ≤ 0.7% over |η| < 2.5
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 Construction phase (e.g. mechanical tolerances):
287 GeV electron response variation with
Pb thickness from ‘93 test-beam data
1% more lead in a cell → 0.7% response drop
→ to keep response uniform to 0.2-0.3%,
thickness of Pb plates must be uniform
to 0.5% (~ 10 µm)

OK!
< > = 2.2 mm
σ ≈ 9 µm

Thickness of all 1536 absorber plates
(1.5m long, 0.5m wide) for Atlas barrel EM calorimeter
measured with ultrasounds during construction
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 Beam tests of 4 (out of 32) barrel modules and 3 (out of 16) end-cap modules:

1 barrel module:
Δη x Δϕ = 1.4 x 0.4
≡~ 3000 channels

Scan of a barrel module with 245 GeV e-

η

ϕ

Uniformity over “units” of size
Δη x Δϕ = 0.2 x 0.4 : ~ 0.5%
400 such units over the full ECAL
r.m.s. ≈ 0.57%
over ~ 500 spots
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Check calibration with cosmic muons:

Cosmic muons in ATLAS pit in 0.01 s ….

From full simulation of
ATLAS (including cavern,
overburden, surface
buildings) + measurements
with scintillators in the
cavern:

Through-going muons

~ 25 Hz

Pass by origin

~ 0.5 Hz

Useful for ECAL calibration

~ 0.5 Hz

(hits in ID + top and bottom muon chambers)

(|z| < 60 cm, R < 20 cm, hits in ID)

(|z| < 30 cm, E cell > 100 MeV, ~ 900 )

 ~ 106 events in ~ 3 months of data taking
 enough for initial detector shake-down
(catalog problems, gain operation experience,
some alignment/calibration, detector synchronization,
18 …)

First collisions : calibration with Z → ee events
ctot = cL ⊕ cLR

cL ≈ 0.5% demonstrated at the test-beam over units Δη x Δϕ = 0.2 x 0.4
cLR ≡ long-range response non-uniformities from unit to unit (400 total)
(module-to-module variations, different upstream material, temperature
effects, etc.)

Use Z → ee events and Z-mass constraint to correct long-range non-uniformities.
From full simulation : ~ 250 e± / unit needed to achieve cLR ≤ 0.4% → ctot = 0.5% ⊕ 0.4% ≤ 0.7%
~ 105 Z → ee events (few days of data taking at 1033)

Nevertheless, let’s consider the worst (unrealistic ?) scenario : no corrections applied
• cL = 1.3 %

measured “on-line” non-uniformity of individual modules

• cLR = 1.5 %

no calibration with Z → ee

conservative : implies very poor knowledge
of upstream material (to factor ~2)

ctot ≈ 2%

H → γγ significance mH~ 115 GeV degraded by ~ 30%
→ need 70% more L for discovery
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W/Z cross-sections

MLM, Frixione

Theory OK to 2% + 2%(PDF)
Similar accuracy for high-mass DY (bg, as well
as signal, for massive Z’/W’)
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tt cross-section

σtt

FNAL =

6.5pb (1 ± 5%scale ± 7%PDF )

σtt LHC = 840pb (1 ± 5%scale ± 3%PDF )

Scale unc: ± 12%NLO => ± 5%NLO+NLL )

Δσ = ± 6% => Δm= ± 2 GeV
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bb cross-sections

OK, but theoretical
systematics still large:
+-35% at low pt
+-20% for pt>>mb
In view of the recent run
II results from CDF,
more validation required.
To verify the better
predictivity at large pt,
need to perform
measurements in the
region 30-80 geV, and
above (also useful to
study properties of highEt b jets, useful for other
physics studies)
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Jet cross-sections

PDF uncert (mostly g(x)) growing at large x

Theoretical syst uncertainty
at NLO ~ +-20%
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Main sources of syst
uncertainties (CDF, run I)
At high ET the syst is dominated by the response to
high pT hadrons (beyond the test beam pT range)
and fragmentation uncertanties

Out to which ET will the systematics allow
precise cross-section measurements at the
LHC?
Out to which ET can we probe the jet
structure (multiplicity, fragm function)?
NB: stat for Z+jet or gamma+jet
runs out before ET~500 GeV
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Z+jet

gamma+jet
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Physics goals and potential in the first year
(a few examples ….)
Channels (examples …)

Events to tape for 1 fb-1

Wµν

7 x 106

Zµµ

1.1 x 106

tt W b W b  µ ν +
X

8 x 104

QCD jets pT>150

~ 106

Minimum bias

~ 106

m = 1 TeV

~ few PB of data per year per
experiment → challenging
for software and computing
(esp. at the beginning …)

assuming 1%
of trigger
bandwidth

102 - 103

Already in first year, large statistics expected from:
-- known SM processes → understand detector and physics at √s = 14 TeV
-- several New Physics scenarios
Note: overall event statistics limited by ~ 100 Hz rate-to-storage
~ 107 events to tape every 3 days assuming 30% data taking efficiency
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Goal # 1

Understand and calibrate detector and trigger in situ using well-known physics
samples
e.g. - Z → ee, µµ
tracker, ECAL, Muon chambers calibration and alignment, etc.
- tt → blν bjj
103 evts/day after cuts  jet scale from Wjj, b-tag perf., etc.
Understand basic SM physics at √s = 14 TeV  first checks of Monte Carlos
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(hopefully well understood at Tevatron and HERA)
e.g. - measure cross-sections for e.g. minimum bias, W, Z, tt, QCD jets (to ~ 10-20 %),

look at basic event features, first constraints of PDFs, etc.
- measure top mass (to 5-7 GeV)  give feedback on detector performance
Note : statistical error negligible after few weeks run
Goal # 2

t

Goal # 3

Prepare the road to discovery:
-- measure backgrounds to New Physics : e.g. tt and W/Z+ jets (omnipresent …)
-- look at specific “control samples” for the individual channels:
e.g. ttjj with j ≠ b “calibrates” ttbb irreducible background to ttH  ttbb

Look for New Physics potentially accessible in first year (e.g. Z’, SUSY, some
Higgs ? …)
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Example of initial measurement : top signal and top mass
• Use gold-plated tt → bW bW → blν bjj channel
• Very simple selection:
-- isolated lepton (e, µ) pT > 20 GeV

ATLAS
150 pb-1 ( < 1 week at 1033)

-- exactly 4 jets pT > 40 GeV
-- no kinematic fit
-- no b-tagging required (pessimistic,
assumes trackers not yet understood)
• Plot invariant mass of 3 jets with highest pT

B=W+4 jets (ALPGEN MC)

M (jjj) GeV

Time

Events
at 1033

1 year

3x105

0.1

0.2%

1 month

7x104

0.2

0.4%

1 week

2x103

0.4

2.5%

Stat. error
δMtop (GeV)

[δσ/σ]stat

 top signal visible in few days also with
simple selections and no b-tagging
 cross-section to ~ 20% (10% from luminosity)
 top mass to ~7 GeV (assuming b-jet scale to 10%)
 get feedback on detector performance :
-- mtop wrong  jet scale ?
-- gold-plated sample to commission b-tagging
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σ(tt) [pb]

σ(W+X)

σ(W+bbX) [ptb>20
GeV]

σ(W+bbjj X)
[ptb,ptj >20 GeV]

Tevatron

6

20 x 103

3

0.16

LHC

800

160 x 103

20
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Increase

x 100

x 10

x 10

x 100

σtt FNAL = 6.5pb (1 ± 5%scale ± 7%PDF )
σtt LHC = 840pb (1 ± 5%scale ± 3%PDF )

Scale unc: ± 12%NLO => ± 5%NLO+NLL )
Δσ = ± 6% => Δm= ± 2 GeV
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Fit signal and background (top width fixed to 12 GeV) → extract cross-section and mass
ATLAS 150 pb-1

Already with 30 pb-1

ATLAS 150 pb-1

Can we see a W → jj peak ?
Select the 2 jets with highest pT
(better ideas well possible …)
W peak visible in signal, no peak in background
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Introduce b-tagging ….
no b-tag
ATLAS 150 pb-1

Bkgd composition changes: combinatorial
from top itself becomes
more and more important

1 b-tag + cut on
W-mass window

2 b-tags + cut
on W-mass window
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Examples of possible early discoveries

•

An easy case : a new resonance decaying into e+e-, e.g. a Z ’ → ee
of mass 1-2 TeV

•
•

An intermediate case : SUSY
A more difficult case : a light Higgs (m ~ 115 GeV)
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An “easy case” : Z’ of mass 1-2 TeV with SM-like couplings
Z ’ → ee, SSM
Mass

Expected events for 10 fb-1
(after all cuts)

1 TeV
1.5 TeV
2 TeV

~ 1600
~ 300
~ 70

∫L dt needed for discovery
(corresponds to 10 observed evts)

~ 70 pb-1
~ 300 pb-1
~ 1.5 fb-1

• signal rate with ∫L dt ~ 0.1-1 fb-1 large enough
up to m ≈ 2 TeV if “reasonable” Z’ee couplings
• dominant Drell-Yan background small
(< 15 events in the region 1400-1600 GeV, 10 fb-1)
• signal as mass peak on top of background

ATLAS, 10 fb-1,
barrel region

Z → ll +jet samples and DY needed for E-calibration
and determination of lepton efficiency
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An intermediate case : SUPERSYMMETRY
Large
cross-section → ≈ 100 events/day at 1033 for
Spectacular signatures → SUSY could be found quickly
5σ discovery curves

Using multijet + ETmiss (most powerful and
model-independent signature if R-parity
conserved)

mg=2.5 TeV
mg=2 TeV

mg=1.5 TeV
mg=1 TeV

q

~ one year at 1034:
up to ~2.5 TeV

q
~ one year at 1033 :
up to ~2 TeV
~ one month at 1033 :
up to ~1.5 TeV

cosmologically favoured region
Tevatron reach : < 500 GeV

χ02
Z
χ01

Measurement of sparticle masses
likely requires > 10fb-1 year. However …
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Peak position correlated to MSUSY ≡
Events for 10 fb-1

signal
background

≅ Tevatron reach

Events for 10 fb-1

signal
background

ATLAS

ET(j1) > 80 GeV
ETmiss > 80 GeV

From Meff peak → first/fast measurement of SUSY mass scale to ≈ 20% (10 fb-1, mSUGRA)
Detector/performance requirements:
-- quality of ETmiss measurement (calorimeter inter-calibration/linearity, cracks)
→ apply hard cuts against fake MET and use control samples (e.g. Z → ll +jets)
-- “low” Jet / ETmiss trigger thresholds for low masses at overlap with Tevatron region (~400 GeV)
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Backgrounds will be estimated using data (control samples) and Monte Carlo:
Background process
(examples ….)
Z (→ νν) + jets
W (→ τν) + jets
tt→ blνbjj
QCD multijets
normalization
point

Control samples
(examples ….)
Z (→ ee, µµ) + jets
W (→ eν, µν) + jets
tt→ blν blν
lower ET sample

Can estimate background levels
also varying selection cuts
(e.g. ask 0,1,2,3 leptons …)
A lot of data will most likely
be needed !

normalise MC to data at low ET miss and use it
to predict background at high ET miss in “signal” region

D0

DATA
MC (QCD, W/Z+jets)

2 “e” + ≥ 1jet sample

Hard cuts against fake ET miss :
-reject beam-gas, beam-halo,
cosmics
- primary vertex in central region
- reject event with ETmiss vector
along a jet or opposite to a jet
-reject events with jets in cracks
- etc. etc.
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Can we trust the current estimates of bg
rates?
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Njet≥4
ET(1,2)>100 GeV
ET(3,4)>50 GeV
MET>max(100,Meff/4)
Meff=MET+∑ETj

“Correct” bg shape
indistinguishable from
signal shape!
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Use Z->ee + multijets, apply same cuts as MET analysis but replace MET with ET(e+e-)

Assume that the SUSY signal is of
the same size as the bg, and evaluate
the luminosity required to determine
the Z->nunu bg with an accuracy such
that:

fb-1

Extract Z->nunu bg using, bin-by-bin:
(Z->nunu) = (Z->ee) B(Z->nunu)/B(Z->ee)

Nsusy > 3 sigma
where
sigma=sqrt[ N(Z->ee) ] * B(Z->nunu)/B(Z->ee)
Meff
=> several hundred pb-1 are required. They are sufficient if we believe in
the MC shape (and only need to fix the overall normalization). Much ore
is needed if we want to keep the search completely MC independent

How to validate the estimate of the MET
from resolution tails in multijet events??
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A difficult case: a light Higgs mH ~ 115 GeV

mH > 114.4 GeV

here discovery easier
with H → 4l

ATLAS

mH ~ 115 GeV

total S/ √B ≈

10 fb-1

S
B
S/ √B

Full GEANT simulation, simple cut-based analyses

H → γγ

ttH → ttbb

qqH → qqττ
(ll + l-had)

130
4300
2.0

15
45
2.2

~ 10
~ 10
~ 2.7

K-factors ≡ σ(NLO)/σ(LO) ≈ 2 not included
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Remarks:
Each channel contributes ~ 2σ to total significance → observation of all channels
important to extract convincing signal in first year(s)
The 3 channels are complementary → robustness:
H → γγ

ttH → tt bb → blν bjj bb

qqH → qqττ
τ

b
H

b

τ

• different production and decay modes
• different backgrounds
• different detector/performance requirements:
-- ECAL crucial for H → γγ (in particular response uniformity) : σ/m ~ 1% needed
-- b-tagging crucial for ttH : 4 b-tagged jets needed to reduce combinatorics
-- efficient jet reconstruction over |η| < 5 crucial for qqH → qqττ :
forward jet tag and central jet veto needed against background
Note : -- all require “low” trigger thresholds
E.g. ttH analysis cuts : pT (l) > 20 GeV, pT (jets) > 15-30 GeV

-- all require very good understanding (1-10%) of backgrounds
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If mH > 180 GeV : early discovery may be easier with H → 4l channel

Events / 0.5 GeV

Luminosity needed for 5σ discovery (ATLAS+CMS)
CMS , 10 fb-1
Signal
Backgr.
H → 4l (l=e,µ)

m (4l)

• H → WW → lν lν : high rate (~ 100 evts/expt) but no mass peak → not ideal for early discovery …
• H → 4l : low-rate but very clean : narrow mass peak, small background
Requires: -- ~ 90% e, µ efficiency at low pT (analysis cuts : pT 1,2,3,4 > 20, 20, 7, 7, GeV)
-- σ /m ~ 1%, tails < 10% → good quality of E, p measurements in ECAL and tracker
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Summary of discovery potential for Higgs and SUSY with < 10 fb-1

By 2010 we should already have a good picture of TeV-scale physics!
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The LHC will be our first, and for a long
time only, direct probe of the TeV scale
Rates for new phenomena will be 103 times larger in the region of
asymptotic Tevatron read, and the exploration will extend to
regions as yet totally unchartered
The immense rates, and striking signatures, will make it possible
to extract signals of BSM physics early on
The detectors, after yrs of carefully monitored development and
construction, and extensive test beam and pre-run debugging and
validation, promise to be ready for the challenge!
LHC discoveries will not settle once and forever all the questions
in HEP, but we expect they will firmly define the framework
within which to phrase and address them
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•

The underlying problems of EWSB are the primary theoretical
motivation for expecting the existence of new physics

•

Of the three experimental proofs of the incompleteness of the
SM:

•
•
•

Dark Matter
neutrino mass
baryon asymmetry of the Universe

at least 2 are explicitly linked to flavour

➡

There is an immense potential for synergy and complementarity
between the LHC (directly addressing EWSB and the search for
new phenomena) and flavour factories (directly looking for new
flavour phenomena)
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What will be the main driving theme of the
exploration of new physics ?
the gauge sector
(Higgs, EWSB)

The High Energy Frontier
LHC
SLHC
VLHC
LC
CLIC
....

the flavour sector
(ν mixings, CPV, FCNC, EDM, LFV)

The High Precision Frontier
Neutrinos:
Charged leptons
super beams
stopped μ
beta-beams
l →l’ conversion
ν factory
e/μ EDM
Quarks:
B factories
K factories
n EDM

This is an open question, and one we want to
keep open, in view of possible, likely, surprises!

A truly exciting future is ahead of us!
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